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Java: Practical Guide for ProgrammersMorgan Kaufmann, 2002
The purpose of this book is to help you quickly learn the essentials of the Java language.
After its release in 1995, Java was initially used to execute programs from a Web page by
means of applets. However, Java is also a general-purpose, object-oriented programming
language. Java is used for developing applications as diverse as...
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EDGE for Mobile InternetArtech House Publishers, 2003
This ground-breaking resource offers you a detailed treatment of EDGE and its critical role in the development of the mobile Internet. The book explains how this global radio based high-speed mobile data standard can be introduced into GSM/GPRS networks, improving data transmission speeds to support multimedia services. It enables you to become...
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Web Engineering: Principles and TechniquesIdea Group Publishing, 2005
Since the advent of the Web, every aspect of our lives and organizational activities has changed dramatically. Organizations’ expectations and dependencies on the use of Web technologies have increased rapidly over the years. Most organizations have conceived these Web technologies as a critical instrument for enhancing their performance;...
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Satellite Communication EngineeringCRC Press, 2002
Because of the immense importance of signal processing and the fastgrowing demands of business and industry, this series on signal processing serves to report up-to-date developments and advances in the field. The topics of interest include but are not limited to the following.

	Signal theory and analysis

...
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Suse Linux Integration Guide for IBM Elogo Server Xseries and NetfinityIBM Press, 2000
This redbook will help you install, tailor and configure the SuSE Linux 7.0 distribution on different servers of the xSeries and Netfinity class. You will be instructed on how to do the basic installation, and installing and configuring different services such as Apache (http-Server), Samba (Fileserver for Windows-based networks), and Postfix (an...
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Pro NetBeans IDE 5.5 Enterprise EditionApress, 2007
Written for Java™ developers of varying skill and familiarity with the open source NetBeans™ IDE as well as Java IDEs in general, Pro NetBeans™ IDE 5.5 Enterprise Edition focuses on using NetBeans IDE as a professional Java EE 5 software development platform.
Experienced author Adam Myatt provides a comprehensive...
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Cryptology UnlockedJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Cryptology includes data encryption (cryptography), cryptographic protocols and code breaking to provide the fundamentals of data security.
   This new book introduces cryptography in a unique and non-mathematical style. Cryptology Unlocked explains encryption, crypto analysis (classic and modern algorithms), cryptographic...
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Operator Theory and Numerical Methods (Studies in Mathematics and its Applications)North Holland, 2001
The authors provide a very sharp theoretical study of numerical methods used to solve partial diferential equations of elliptic and parabolic type. Every numerical scheme is thoroughly dissected. As a whole, everything fits together in a harmonious way.

The book is efficiently organized and each chapter concludes with a very informative...
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Human Accomplishment: The Pursuit of Excellence in the Arts and Sciences, 800 B.C. to 1950Harper Perennial, 2004
A sweeping cultural survey reminiscent of Barzun's From Dawn to Decadence.
"At irregular times and in scattered settings, human beings have achieved great things. Human Accomplishment is about those great things, falling in the domains known as the arts and sciences, and the people who did them.' 

So begins...
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Beginning Perl for BioinformaticsO'Reilly, 2001
With its highly developed capacity to detect patterns in data, Perl has become one of the most popular languages for biological data analysis. But if you're a biologist with little or no programming experience, starting out in Perl can be a challenge. Many biologists have a difficult time learning how to apply the language to bioinformatics. The...
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Introductory Quantum OpticsCambridge University Press, 2004
Quantum optics is one of the liveliest fields in physics at present. While it has been a dominant research field for at least two decades, with much graduate activity, in the past few years it has started to impact the undergraduate curriculum. This book developed from courses we have taught to final year undergraduates and beginning graduate...
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The Focal Easy Guide to Final Cut Pro 6Focal Press, 2007
"This book will help you learn how to use Final Cut Pro 5 quickly and confidently." - Stills Audio Motion 

"In such a relatively short book as compared to the 800 page tomes I usually find, there is not much that Rick Young does not cover in order to get the new user up and running as soon and as painlessly as...
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